Fingerprint Sample: here is what your prints should look like!

1. The top 10 fingerprints are rolled, that is, you begin and point the finger to be fingerprinted. You point the finger as though you were pointing at someone to scold them. You then set the finger on the paper loaded with ink. You move with one smooth motion from one fingernail edge to the other side and lift straight up. This prevents smudging of the production. Complete all ten prints according to the order listed on the form.

2. The middle ten prints are called flats or slaps. Simply load the fingers with ink: left four first and press them into the spot for the "left four fingers taken together. Lift straight up so as not to smudge your production. Take your left thumb next and load with ink. Press it straight down next to the four fingers. Then do your right thumb along side the left thumb. Finally, load the right four fingers together and repeat as per the left four fingers—straight down and straight up. Not too much pressure otherwise you will not have clear prints. Instead they will be smudged or "haloed".

3. We look forward to helping you with securing you certified criminal record check from the RCMP. If there are any problems, do not hesitate to call us toll-free at: 1-844-447-2485

*please note that all fingerprints must be taken in black ink*